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We propose AR-Magnifier, a real-time AR magnification system
with a general framework that can be applied to various tasks
using magnifying lens.
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The challenges of instrumentation tasks that require high
precision and visual acuity for user are:
• Maintaining the visual perception of the whole environment
• Selectively magnifying a region of the interest (ROI).
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Magnifying lenses are used in various instrumentation tasks.
• Simple daily tasks (e.g., reading text for people with low vision)
• Complex industrial tasks (e.g., assembling or inspecting parts)
• Medical procedures (e.g., retinal laser therapy)
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Sensing
• Captures magnified image in 240x176 resolution
• Sends it to the edge server over a wireless local area network
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Edge Processing
• Image enhancement: produces more feature-rich images
• Feature detection: computes features points using SIFT
• Homography matching: computes a homography matching
between the magnified image and the reference image

Retinal Laser Therapy
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• Seals or destroys leaking blood
vessels in the retina with a laser.

Conclusions & Future Work

• Commonly used to treat patients
with diabetic macular edema.

• AR-Magnifier selectively magnifies the hologram and overlays it
directly onto a magnifying lens, providing visualization-based AR
guidance to the users.

• Challenges: prolonged training and
an inverted image on magnifying
lens.
Retina phantom model

AR Image Registration
• Receives homography matching results

• Defines a magnifying lens as an ROI
AR guidance

• Provides visualization-based guidance to the user
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• We are implementing AR-Magnifier in combination with the
retina phantom model, computing feature points on the retinal
landmarks and providing guidance to the eye surgeons.
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